OVATION

truer. brighter. smarter.
truer colors

With RGBA + Lime LEDs to render colors in the optimal wavelength for the human eye.

OVATION E-910FC

OVATION B-565FC

OVATION B-2805FC
OVATION E-260WW

The brightness of a 750-watt incandescent from a 260-watt LED driven at just 220 watts.
Auto-sensing LED fixtures that can work on constant power and DMX or directly with a conventional dimming system, so they can be added to existing lighting rigs in incremental units.

“Truly a Game Changer”

David Martin Jacques
Lighting Designer and Head of Stage Design,
Cal State University, Long Beach
“The Ovation fixtures delivered. It’s not always the case that once in the theatre that ‘it just works’ and a lot of times as a designer I need to program around the limits of the fixtures to get the look I want. But in this production at Puy du Fou I was happy that I didn’t have to compromise – the fixture was able to give me the colors I needed and the intensity I wanted.”

Koert Vermeulen
IALD – PLDA, Principal Designer
Managing Director ACT Lighting Design
At CHAUVET Professional, we relentlessly seek to create lighting solutions that deliver increased efficiency, enhanced performance and unparalleled value. This passion and our long established expertise in LED technologies allow us now to set new standards of performance excellence in theatrical and stage lighting. It has led us to develop widely acclaimed high output LED ellipsoidal fixtures. It has also guided us in our quest to bring a new level of richness, depth and realism to the colors produced by our LED luminaires.